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A finite element modeling technique is being de- difficult to measure and the rigid geometry permits the 
veloped as a management tool that can be used to determination of the direction of these stresses. A true 
predict and avoid excessive soil compaction. Values of three-dimensional device (such as an agricultural trac
normal stress between a rigid wheel and the soil were tor tyre) is much more difficult to model because the 
obtained using an instrumented bar across the width direction of the stresses at the soil interface are 
of the wheel. These values were used to apply loads to 
the finite element model. A non-linear stress-strain 
relationship was used that shows that soil compaction 
is a function of both normal and shearing stress. The 
linear-elastic parameters, Young’s Modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio, are updated at small increments of 
load to follow the non-linear stress-strain relationship 
closely. Values of octahedral normal (mean normal) 
and major principal stress are predicted accurately in 
some situations but not at the high load condition in 
an initially uniformly loose soil profile. 

1. Introduction 

Soil compaction continues to cause a decrease in 
crop yields in the U.S.A. and around the world. 
Research throughout much of the developed world is 
now devoted to predicting and avoiding the effects of 
soil compaction. Soil compaction not only affects crop 
yields, ‘but also increases energy usage to till com
pacted layers. Soil compaction can also affect water 
quality when infiltration is reduced and soil erosion is 
thereby increased. 

A model that would allow producers to manage the 
effects of soil compaction could be most helpful if it 
accurately predicted situations where excessive soil 
compaction could occur. Such a model is the object of 
research at the National Soil Dynamics Laboratory 
(NSDL) and Agricultural Engineering Department at 
Auburn University (AU), Auburn, AL, USA. 

Soil compaction created by a rigid wheel was chosen 
to be modeled because the normal and tangential 
stresses applied at the surface of the wheel are not 

generally unknown and difficult to measure. 
The objectives of this research effort were to: (i) 

create a finite element model that predicts soil stresses 
beneath a rigid wheel, (ii) develop a method of 
applying normal stresses measured in an experimental 
apparatus to the finite element model, and (iii) verify 
these predictions against values measured in an ex
periment in a soil bin. 



complete model based on stresses found on the 
octahedral plane.* 

2. Model development 

Finite element analysis has been used during the 
past several decades to analyse soil-machine interac
tions and to predict the forces that are generated 
when a tool moves through the soil.1,2 Finite element 
models have also been used to predict the effect the 
tool (or vehicle) would have on the soil (i.e., soil 
compaction).3-5 Although significant strides have been 
made, much remains to be done to model soil 
compaction beneath a tractive device effectively. 

2.2. Finite element model development 

The incorporation of these models, which predict 
stress at a point, into a program to predict stress 
distribution is of similar importance to developing an 
adequate stress-strain relationship. The finite element 
method allows input loads, stress-strain relationships 
and any resulting deformations for an individual 
element to be linked mathematically to all other 
elements in the model. This, approach allows predic
tions of stresses and strains to be obtained throughout 
the entire model. The finite element program that 
has been developed for soil compaction/soil stress 
modeling consists of a materially non-linear, iterative 
approach.9 The stress-strain relationship is assumed 
to be linear-elastic over small increments of strain. 
The strains and resulting stresses are summed over 
each iterative cycle. 

To use the linear-elastic approach, values of a 
tangential Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio 
(n) are needed. These values are continually updated 
to reflect changing values of E and n with increasing 
stress levels. A Newton-Raphson iterative technique 
was used to iterate on each incremental load step until 
each degree of freedom converged.10 

2.1. Stress-strain development 

A complete stress-strain relationship for agricultu
ral soil must be developed before soil compaction or 
soil stresses can be predicted from loads applied to the 
surface. Several soil compaction or stress-strain re
lationships have been proposed for agricultural soil. 
One approach that has been taken at the NSDL and 
AU has been to use data obtained from triaxial tests 
to model the volumetric strain as a function of 
hydrostatic stress.6 

This soil compaction model gave reasonably accur
ate predictions, but included the assumption of a 
hydrostatic stress state. This stress state exists only 
when the three principal stresses are equal. The 
situation rarely exists in nature, but the model gave 
reasonable results and provided a valuable starting 
point. 

Bailey and Johnson’ proceeded to develop a more 
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2.2.1. Poisson’s ratio 
An equation obtained from research reported by 

Duncan and Chang11 was used to obtain values of 
Poisson’s ratio from two incremental values of volu
metric and axial strain. 

The finite element model is first run with values of 
the linear-elastic parameters at zero stress levels. The 
predicted stresses by the finite element method are 
used to calculate a value of volumetric strain by using 
Eqn (2). Two values of this parameter are necessary 
because Eqn (6) uses incremental strain. The mea” 
normal stress from the finite element model was then 
increased by a” infinitesimal amount of 1% to obtain 
another unique value of volumetric strain. 

The determination of values of incremental axial 
strain (DÎ1) was more complicated. Recent research 
conducted by Johnson and Bailey12 using a triaxial 
apparatus suggests that a value of shearing strain can 
be calculated according to the following relationship. 

2.2.2. Young’s modulus 
The principal stresses predicted from the finite 

element model were used to calculate a value of 
natural volumetric strain from Eqn (2). This value of 
strain was then used with an iterative solution scheme 
to determine a similar value of hydrostatic stress from 
Eqn (1) that gave the same natural volumetric strain. 
A value of Young’s modulus was then determined 
from the know” quantities, including the predicted 
value of Poisson’s ratio.13 

3. Experimental procedure 

A” experiment was performed in the indoor soil 
bins at the NSDL that used a rigid wheel as the 
loading device. The rigid wheel had a diameter of 
137•2 cm and a width of 30•5 cm (Fig. 1). The experi
ment consisted of operating the rigid wheel at two 
dynamic loads in a Norfolk sandy loam soil which was 
prepared with two soil conditions. The soil conditions 
were a uniformly loose soil and a loose surface 
overlying a hard pa”. The soil conditions and soil 
constants are given in Table 1. The two dynamic loads 
were 11•6kN and 5•8kN. All tests were run with a 
constant level of 10% slip. Three replications were run 
for each treatment. 

A normal stress bar was mounted on the rigid wheel 
to measure the applied normal stress (Fig. I). As the 
normal stress bar came into contact with the soil, 
values of normal stress between the wheel and the soil 
were measured at approximately every 1.5° of wheel 
rotation. The vertical component of these normal 
stress values were used to provide load for the finite 
element model. 

Stress state transducers14 (SST’s) were placed in the 
soil along the centerline of the wheel either at a depth 

of 30 cm in the loose soil or on the hard pan in this 
soil condition. These transducers measure the soil 
stresses in six directions that have the unique relation
ship of allowing the complete stress state at a point to 
be calculated. These stresses were measured as the 
rigid wheel passed over the SST. Values of octahedral 
normal stress, octahedral shearing stress and major 
principal stresses were then calculated. 

A plane strain finite element model was used to 
investigate the stresses predicted throughout the soil 
profile.This model assumed the wheel to be of infinite 



width. This two-dimensional assumption is broad but 
the predicted stresses should not differ greatly from 
stresses measured beneath the center of the rigid 
wheel. The normal stresses measured using the normal 
stress bar were used to load the finite element model. 
Only the vertical stress component of the normal 
stress was used to load the soil in a static manner. 
Dynamic effects and tangential stresses are not con
sidered in this analysis. 

The mesh that was designed to investigate this plane 
strain problem is shown in Fig. 2 along with a 
deformed grid that is overlaid. Only one-half of the 

rigid wheel was modelled because of assumed sym
metry. Twenty load steps were used to increment the 
loads using the finite element model. This value was 
determined as sufficient after several trial runs. A 
maximum number of five iterations was used to 
determine agreement in degree of freedom displace
ments to the nearest 0•001m. Convergence was always 
achieved in three or fewer iterations. 

Penetrometer measurements that were obtained at 
the conclusion of the experiment showed that a 
root-restricting layer was present in the hard pan 
treatment at a depth of 36 cm. In the uniformly loose 
soil treatments, this layer was found at 48 cm. In the 
finite element analysis, the vertical displacements of 
nodes found at these corresponding depths were fixed 
to not allow any further compaction beneath these 
depths. 

4. Results and discussion 

Vertical stress values obtained from the normal 
stress bar as the rigid wheel enters the soil are given in 

Table 2 

Vertical stress measured by the normal stress bar on the

rigid wheel at the positions indicated measured from the


center of the wheel




Table 2. As can be seen from the table, the data are 
quite variable. The assumption that was made to 
model only half of the rigid wheel may be ques
tionable because of the decrease of vertical stress 
observed under the center of the wheel. 

The major principal stress data for test 121142 is 
given in Fig. 3. As would be expected, the stresses are 
greatest near the point of load application and de
crease as depth increases. The predicted volumetric 
strain distribution, also for test 121142, is given in Fig. 
4. Note that the location of maximum volumetric 
strain may or may not coincide with the maximum 
major principal stress. This is owing to the stress-
strain relationship used which depends both on oc
tahedral normal and shearing stress. 

A comparison between the measured values ob
tained from the SST’s and those predicted by the finite 
element model is shown in Fig. 5. Generally the finite 
element model predicts within an acceptable 95% 
confidence interval of the measured values. This was 
not true, however, for the 11•2 kN load in the loose 
soil condition and only marginally so for the 11•2 kN 

load in the hardpan soil condition. The measured 
stress seems to be excessive and not effectively mo
deled. One possible reason for this error is that the 
method of modeling failed to account for the driving 
tractive force of the wheel and used as inputs only the 
vertical normal force. The data itself may be ques
tionable because the stress values usually rise when a  
hard pan is present. However, from Fig. 5, it can 
easily be seen that the measured stress values de
creased when a hard pan was present. 

5. Conclusions 

1.	 A finite element model has been constructed to 
model a rigid wheel in a plane strain manner. 

2.	 The stresses applied by the rigid wheel were 
measured by a normal stress bar and were used 
to apply loads to the soil surface in the finite 
element model. 

3.	 At low dynamic loads, both for the hard pan and 
for the uniformly loose soil conditions, predic
tions were within the 95% confidence intervals of 
measured values. At high dynamic loads, the 
finite element predictions were not as accurate. 
The model grossly underpredicted stresses for 
the high dynamic load in the uniformly loose soil 
condition. In this case, the predictions were 
about 25% of the measured values. 
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